Built To Last...
Tough all-metal gears vary the speed and torque for
all three attachments and provide excellent durability.
The low center of gravity offers minimal vibration for
secure mixing, while the die-cast aluminum body is
built to endure years of mixing.

Made To Perform...
The variable -speed, 800-watt motor maintains speed
regardless of load, yet is gentle enough to mix
delicate foods. No matter what’s being mixed, the
mixer provides complete bowl coverage. The flat
beater is angled to cover the whole bowl; the whisk is
balloon-shaped for maximum aeration; the dough
hook is strong enough to knead the heaviest breads.

Easy To Operate...

Heavy-duty attachments included

The pop-up head lifts for quick and easy attachment
changes and bowl removal. This unique feature
eliminates the need to put your hand in the mixture to
change attachments or remove the bowl. Also, the
tilt-back head makes adding ingredients or scraping
the sides of the bowl much easier.

Full of Safeguards...
The recessed “on” button prevents the mixer from
being accidentally activated. A unique safety cut-off
stops the mixer immediately anytime the head is
raised. In addition, the motor features overload
protection to help prevent overheating.

Unique Features :
Pop-up head lifts easily

Powerful 800-Watt Motor...
Maintains speed regardless of load.

Pop-Up Head...
For easy attachment changes and bowl removal.

Safety Cut-Off...
Stops the mixer immediately when the head is
raised.
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Specifications:
Standard:
Unit comes with base, one stainless steel bowl,
spatula, and three attachments: flat beater, whisk &
dough hook.

Controls:
Variable speed

Container:
7 quart

Motor:
800 Watts

Agency:
cUL, UL & NSF Listed

Weight:
23.15 Lbs./10.5 kg (Shipped)

Dimensions:
Base Width: 15-1/2"/ 39.4 cm
Base Depth: 9-3/8" / 23.8 cm
Base Height: 13-7/8" / 35.2 cm

Shipping Information:
Case Pack Ea.: 1
Case Cube: 1.942'
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